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Abstract

The maturity of electric propulsion has welcomed new parties to populate space at significantly cheaper
costs. This is responsible for an increasingly congested space traffic but also for the possibility of mitigating
the more frequent close encounters by resorting to collision avoidance manoeuvres with little impact on
the mission lifetime. Traditionally, collision avoidance manoeuvre design and optimisation has raised
significant research effort, often adopting an analytical approach to solve the problem. Alternatively, this
paper puts the focus on a numerical environment for CAM design and optimisation, developed as part
of the Collision Risk Estimation and Automated Mitigation (CREAM) initiatives within ESA’s Space
Safety Programme and with its performance tested against the analytical and semi-analytical methods
for CAM design developed in ESA’s ELECTROCAM project. Numerical methods are seen to offer
a much more flexible approach to optimisation, allowing to develop a single framework which is able to
accommodate: CAM design for both impulsive and low-thrust engines, i.e. a single impulse or a continuous
manoeuvre profile; a configurable degree of complexity for the system dynamics; a variable definition of
the performance metric or cost function and the consideration of constraints tailored to the needs of
each specific mission. These constraints bring the developed numerical methods closer to an operational
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implementation in the following ways: defining an allowable region of firing which follows required attitude
constraints (e.g. a 1D, 2D or 3D region of firing in a local frame); defining time intervals in which to
perform the manoeuvre (avoiding eclipses, ensuring satellite visibility from ground stations. . . ); mitigating
the deviation with respect to its operational orbit as a consequence of the CAM or alternatively including
the design of a sequence of return manoeuvres to recover its original position; limiting fuel expenditure;
or evidently, including the consideration of conjunction related thresholds such as probability of collision,
miss and radial distances or depth of intrusion criteria. Usually, numerical methods are normally avoided
due to its heavy computational usage. To mitigate this issue, the dynamical model implemented to
compute the effect of the manoeuvre on the orbit of the satellite is based on a state-transition matrix
formulation including non-linear elements from the two-body problem formulation.

This paper illustrates the capabilities of the developed numerical optimisation environment in a variety
of collision events and under different orbital regimes, propulsion subsystems, configurations, etc.
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